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School Of Medicine Accreditation
"The Liaison Committee of
Medical Education (LCME) in its
meeting of October 11th and
12th, 1978 has conferred full
accreditation on the program
terminating in an M.D . for a period of eight years . Therefore, the
LCME would expect to resurvey
the program during the 1985-86
academic year." This evaluation
was the result of a study of the
MCG School of Medicine that
began in February, 1977.
The LCME is a committee
comprised of sixteen members
that assess the overall quality of
a medical school and accredit it
for further medical education .
Members of the committee are
from the American Medical
Association,
Association
of
American Medical Colleges,
representatives of Federal and
State agencies, and two at large
members .
The data that are used by the
LCME for its evaluation were
based on research by sixteen
selected committees that were
composed of medical students,
residents, and faculty members
from MCG. These committees
gathered data concerning sixteen specific areas which were
related to the organization and
administration of the School of
Medicine, the teaching facilities
and faculty, and the physical
resources of the medical complex. Suffice to say, this information was evaluated and summarized, by seven more committees, into a final report that
was sent to the LCME in early
October of 1977.
After the LCME had a chance
to study the final report, they
made an on site visit to the
School of Medicine on December 12th through the 16th,
1977. The results of the final
report and the on site visit constituted the basis for the accreditation of the School. It should
be pointed out that an eight year

accreditation is the maximum
period that a school can be accredited for; most schools receive a four or five year approval.
In the final report, the LCME
identified seventeen problem
areas and seven areas that were
considered very real assets of
the School. Some oft he problem
areas that are of interest to the
student population are :
1) The exposure of medical students to ambulatory care and
primary care is seriously limited and continuity of care
in the teaching center is available only as an elective
experience for a limited number of students through the
Department of Family Practice .
2) Certain departments, be cause of heavy teaching committment and the desirability
of increasing their research
productivity, should have
additional faculty members
added to their departments.
3) Students serving clerkships
in Talmadge seem to devote
an excessive amount of time
and energy to such activities
as drawing blood, starting
IV's, and obtaining laboratory
reports .
4) "Greatly improved communication and closer r.elationships are sorely needed" between Talmadge and satellite
centers.
5) The students should be exposed to a full range of human morals and life styles
and we should appropriately
increase the resources of the
School in terms of the kinds
of patients the students are
seeing in Talmadge.
6) There is a need to improve
Student Health facilities. As a
logical step, Student Health
could be run by the Department of Family Practice.
7) "Consideration of consolidating currently dispersed stu-

dent support services would
meet a perceived need of at
least some student leaders."
This would , in essence, call
for an Office of Student Affairs for the School of Medicine, a central office where a
medical student would be
able to find out what all the
services available on campus
are.
8) "Lack of teaching of preventative medicine, community
medicine and biostatistics is
noted ."
9) "Similarly no concerted effort
in the teaching of physical
medicine and rehabilitation
cou Id be identified ."
As was stated earlier, there
were seven areas that were con sidered major assets. It is, perhaps, best to list these assets
verbatum :
1) "The Dean deserves and enjoys the full confidence of
the faculty and has appropriately encouraged participation in the matters of governance and policy definition."
2) "The students seem bright
and have a sincere pr ide in
their institution ."
3) "The School has been provid ed with good physical facilities and a solid base of finan cial support from the State."
4) "The plans to more than double the currently available Ii-

brary space are a proper
response to a vital need of the
Medical College."
5) "Continuing efforts to focus
both faculty and administration attention on the definition of institutional goals and
objectives are highly worthwhile and should be con tinued ."
6) "A strong and able faculty
possessing high morale constitutes an invaluable resource."
7) " University Hospital is a valuable teaching resource much
appreciated by the student
body. The
commendable
efforts by several departments to nurture the relationship between MCG
School of Medicine and the
University Hospital should be
given every possible encouragement."
This certification of accreditation does not mean that the
School of Medicine can relax its
efforts at self-improvement. In
1981, Dr. Goodale, Dean of the
School of Medicine, must take
a report to the LCME directly
addressing the steps that are being taken and the progress made
at alleviating the seventeen
problem areas .
Perhaps, the most important
part of this study is the student
(Continued on page 7)

''The Tall Oak''
"The Tall Oak", a pageant of
the history of the Medical Col lege of Georgia which was
scheduled for December 20 and
21, has been canceled . Persons
who have bought tickets should
contact the MCG Foundation at
828-2121 for ticket refunds .
"There were just too many
conflicts at this t ime of year,"
spokesman Don Nichols stated.
"We just didn 't have the number

of people we needed to put on a
first rate production."
Nichols expressed thanks to
all those people who have
shown an interest in the
pageant and added, "I especially
want to thank Keith Cowling,
who wrote "The Tall Oak" and
was going to direct it, for the
time and effort he put forth on
behalf of the Medical College
and the pageant."
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FROM THE DREGS
Okay, how many of you noticed the Cadaver's slogan above
our logo in the last issue? To refresh your memory, it read - NON
ILLEGITIMUS CARDORUNDUM. This short phrase bears
special meaning for the students of MCG since we all find ourselves faced with the problems of coping with the unusual
stresses associated with our specialized medical education process.
As I look back on my freshman year here at MCG, I almost have
to laugh. I almost busted my hump because I was convinced that
medical school was next to impossible for me to complete. In retrospect, I realize that the courses were actually reasonable (Hell
no, I didn't make a 4.0 for the year!). My problem, one that I shared
with many other students, was that I did not know how to cope
with the unbelievable amount of work that I was faced with. I
soon realized that the workload was not the problem with the
school; the major problem was self-generated anxiety.
To get to the point, we all need to learn how to release these
tensions and frustrations (usually in a socially acceptable fashion)
to keep a healthy outlook on life. I do not claim to be a shrink, but I
do know we all need more than the world of academia.
Just remember our slogan, "Don't let the bastards grind you
down," and be especially careful that you do not become
your own bastard.

Hickie Monster Strikes!
By CONRAD W . RYDER

(UGP) -- On the night of October
31, the R & E Building was suddenly enveloped by a wave ofterror as some strange person in a
black cape attacked 36 defenseless women as they were studying on the 2nd and 3rd floors. As
T-bob J-bo's Pathology farce
was the next day, many sophomore med women were innocently cramming away, as were
the usual contingent of PT's,
OT's, RT's, IT's, UT's, we all T's.
But around 7 :05 p.m. EST, from
the bowels of the R & E arose
this fiendish creature whose sole
purpose was to inflict vacuum
petechiae upon the lithe, voluptuous napes of the unsuspecting
females. By the end of the grisly
night, 32 women wore his mark
of shame, 3 beat him ... , er,
rather fought him off, and a dental hygienist took him home.
Said one victim, "He needed a

shave."
David Helton, the police's first
suspect, had 3 witnesses swear
he was unconscious the entire
time at the Disco Lounge. It
seems there was some altercation with one of the dancers
and her snakes.
Hank Siegleson was then
questioned, but it has been
learned that he was in a linen
closet at the Eugene Talmadge
Memorial Hospital explaining to
a nurse that in order to do a proper breast exam, one must
examine the entire body.
David Harari was ruled out as
the criminal as the creature
only attacked women.
So the question remains Who was the masked Hickie
Monster? When will he strike
again? Why are the dental hygienists smiling so much these
days?

NEPTUNE DIVE & SKI, INC.
133 Georgia Avenue
North Augusta, S.C. 29841
Phone 279-2797

IT'S GET READY TO SKI TIME!

Come see us for a fun in the snow time . We have a complete rental
department and a certified service department.
SKllS:
BOOTS :
BINDINGS:
CLOTHING:

Rossingol. K2 , Hexel, Fischer, Kastle
Nordica, Scott, Garmont, Hanson
Salomon, Look, Tyrolia
White Stag, Obermeyer, Gerry,
Sportscaster

Ski

Levi .
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TRIVIA CORNER
Well, it seems as though our questions are getting too easy for all
the bright people at MCG . For those of you who don't know: 1) Sen.
Joseph McCarthy was the Pepsi -Cola Kid (a lot of payoffs), 2) Marlon
Brando played the guru in Candy. Bones, Lenore and Ahad were
correct on all counts and have already received their prize (they
were lucky).
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11 .
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

What was Jimmy Stewart's first name in Mr. Smith Goes To
Washington?
Name the two stars of Gone With the Wind who won Oscars
for that film.
In The Incredible Mr. Limpet, Don Knotts becomes transformed into what animal?
Name two Walt Disney cartoon series created prior to Mickey
Mouse.
Name the horror actor who was a model for Tchernaboa, the
demon of Bald Mountain in Fantasia.
Who was the model for the matador in Ferdinand the Bull?
What is a pooka?
Name Dudley Doright's horse on the TV cartoon series.
What play was Casablanca adapted from?
Who were the original members of the Jimi Hendrix Experience?
Breakfast at Tiffany's was adapted from a novella by whom?
Name Charlton Heston's opponent in Ben Hur's chariot race.
In the 1953 version of Julius Caesar, who played Cassius,
Brutus?
What kind of car did Simon Templer drive?
Remember Scottie? What was his full name? All right, I'll give
you a hint; I am talking about Star Trek's Scottie.
Name the actresses who played The Bride of Frankenstein,
and Dr. Frankenstein 's bride in Frankenstein.
What is the Lon Chaney character in Wolfman's full name.
Name the island where King Kong lives.
Name the character played by Fay Wray in King Kong.
What is the largest city, in the largest county, in the largest
state east of the Mississippi River?
Where is B.B. King from?
What is Muddy Water's true name?
How many dimples on a golf ball?
What character did Bob Dylan portray in Pat Garrett and Billy
the Kid?
In the movie, I Was a Teenage Frankenstein, name the young
featured actor who later starred in his own TV series. Also,
name the TV series.
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Inside The Specialty Hospital
By TYLER CURIEL

(Editor's note:
The following
article is part two of a three-part
series reporting on the Cuban
health care system.)
In the last issue, I outlined the
Cuban
health
organization,
pointing out that the specialty
hospital represents the level of
secondary patient care . Our
group visited three such hospitals, but a planned visit to a
fourth was mysteriously cancelled .

THE MATERNITY HOSPITAL
Santa Clara is a small, sparsely populated province 175 kilometers to the southeast of
Havana . Within the province is
the city of Villa Clark, the location of the Hospital Maternidad
(Maternity Hospital) under the
direction of Dr. Guiermo Lagata.
This installation serves the ObGyn and neonatology needs of
the entire province. It was built
as a private hospital many years
ago and converted to its present
status in 1 960. The staff consists of 18 specialists and 32
residents and has 371 beds - 55
for newborns, 70 for gynecology
and the remainder for obstetrics .
The hospital also serves as a
training center for lab techni cians.
There are approximately 500
births per month with a perinatal mortality rate of about 18,
down from 44, 8 years ago. In
the USA, the rate is about 8. Dr.
Lagata attributes the drop in
mortality not only to improved
social and economic conditions,
but also to the hard work of his
hospital
wo r kers .
Improved
medical care and technology
have also helped.

ANDY JORDAN
Owner & Operator

Normal pregnancies receive
prenatal care at the 5 polyclinics
in the Santa Clara area (pop.
300,000), but women with problems stay in the hospital until
delivery if the case merits observation . The most common problems seen are the same as in
America : toxemia, prematurity,
UTl's and placental abnormalities.
As polyclinics do not normally
handle deliveries, most occur at
the hospital. Besides, home
delivery is not a Cuban custom .
97% of births across the island
occur in a hospital. The usual
stay for an uncomplicated birth
is 3-5 days, but mothers may
leave at any time . After a 3 hour
prenatal observation period in
the nursery, a nurse brings the
baby to its mother's side where
it remains until she leaves. Postnatal care occurs at home, in the
polyclinic or in a hospital,
depending on the case .
Nearly 100% of the infants get
breast fed with supplemental
bottle feedings if necessary.
Sick infants get enriched breast
milk. There have been no epidemics of infantile diarrhea here
in the last 7 years . "Not because
I am a good doctor, " Dr. Lagata
explains, "but because the
mother gives the breast." They
advise breast feeding for 4-6
months.
The obstetric ian uses no
drugs at all for a normal delivery,
but does use local anesthetics
for episiotomies. Formerly, all
labors were assisted with oxytocin in a slow IV drip, but now induction with Pitocin (oxytocin) is
utilized only for the following :

th r eat of abort ion,
2) a term preg na n cy in a wom an
with comp li ca ti o ns that merit
elective induction,
3) a diabetic of greater than 38
weeks ' gest ation,
4) other sp ecific indications.
The C-section rate is 14% with
repeats account ing for 7% of
these. Ep isioto mies are routine
except when it is obv iously u nnecessary, as in a multiparous
woman.
The doctors would like for the
husban ds t o be in t he delivery
room at birth, but t he quarters
are too crowded to allow it. Husbands ha ve 24 hour visitation
privileges, but m ay stay o nly one
hour per vi sit and on ly twice in a
day.
The care t he mot h er receives
is free as is all non-elective
health care in Cuba. The cost to
the hosp ital is low. Representative figur es (in pesos) are deli very: 25; rout ine care: 12 16/ day; inte nsive care: 18/ day.

It is hard to say what a peso is
worth . While we were th er e, w e
paid $1 .32 / peso, but in New
York it takes 4 pesos to buy a
dol lar. They have clearly integrated some of the more att r active features of a capitalist economy into their soci alism.

THE OB-GYN HOS PITAL
The Ramon Gonzalez Coro
Ob-Gyn Hospital is lo cat ed in
downtown Havana . Its 3 16 beds
serve a female pop u lat ion of
80,000, and it avera ges 12 - 14
births a day. MINSAP ha s div ided the surrounding are a into 9
"ne ighborhoods," ea ch sub(Continued o n p age 6)

Personalized Services
Alice P. Lazenby

417 Goldfinch Ct., August a

860-2501

798-4158

Medical - L egal
Commercial Typing & Transc ribing

1) A serious increase in blood
pressure or toxemia with

of Augusta

724-6777

13th BETWEEN GREEN ST.
& WALTON WAY

Complete Sales
and Service
for Commuting

WED NES DAY
COLLEGE D RI N K & DROWN
GUYS $ 2 .00
GIRLS $1.00

DRI N KS 25¢
BEER 1 ¢

WITH COLLEGE ID

BATAVUS MOPEDS
REG . S480.00

NOW ONLY $359.95

LOCATED IN FOREST HILLS SHOPPING CENTER
N ORTH LEG & WRIGHTSBORO ROAD

THEJA»/.JER
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Hovv To Survive And Prosper In A World Where
Fra nco-American Spaghettios Are 87 Cents A Can
By RUFUS T . FI REFLY, JR ., M .D ., F.A .C.B .S.

EDITOR'S NOTE: I honestly do
not have any idea as to wh o
wrote this "article," it appear ed
(and rightly so) in the Cadaver
box and all I could say was ''Oh,
well."
It costs big bucks to live. I became aware of that fact at some
point near the end of medical
school when it su ddenly became
apparent that having M .D. after
my name would still find me up
to my greater trochanter in debt.
I w as ready to begi n an inte rn ship which promised me everything but a chance to have: a)
free time, or b) money. Like any
oth er fool, I took the pay they
doled out to me and ate cat food
with all the old people that
trusted Social Security for their
retirement needs. Then, FrancoAmerican Spaghettios h it 87
cents a can, and I went banana s.
I protested to a friend w ho wa s a
farmer, but he insisted, as he
had for 23 years, that he w as on

the edge of ba nkr uptcy. I protested t o the A & P manager, but
he insisted tha t all of the profit
goes to th at myth ical "m iddle
m an," w ho is probably living
so mewhere in so uthern New
J ersey. It was th en that I had
a visi o n - I reali zed that the
groc er, the fa rm er, the state,
U ncl e, the county commission ers, t he ut ilit ies, ad nauseum - DO NOT GIVE A FLYING
CR AP WH AT HAPPE NS TO
ME ! Before yo u think to yourself,
"What a foo l, how jeu jeu ne! "
stop and th ink for a moment . A re
you stil l pe r m eated in some subtl e fas hi o n, as a throwback pe rhaps to those secure days with
yo ur parents, with the idea th at
so mebody o ut there is willing to
sacr ifice o ne penny for yo u? Do
yo u still think that you are su per ior to the garbage collector, t he
TV re pair ma n, the plumber ?
W ake up! I woke up to real ize
that I a m a seven year post graduate makin g less than th e m ail-

THEPERFORMANCE TIRES

70/60/50
RADIALS
Sin

70 Serles

BR 70-13
ER 70-14
FR 70-1 4
GR 70-14
FR 70-1 5
GR 70-15
HR 70-15
LR 70-1 5

58.80
67.60
70.50
73.60

77.30
79.60
87.70

Radial All Terrain

10-15 LT

60 Serles

88.10

~
~

59.70
68.70
71.70
74.80
76.00
78.40
80.80
88.90

50 Serles

61 .90

77.60
81.40
92.40

Raised white le tters

12R-1 5L T 100.60

F .E .T . $2.23 - SS.83

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH

MASTERCHARGE C&S VISA

F&M Tire Co.

1494 Wrightsboro Rd. at 15th

722-0479

man . Somehow they seduced
me with the idea that it was
unethica l to make money; this
was tota lly a time for learni n g.
BULL SHIT! Yes, I say bull shit.
Talmadge makes a profit , and I
help them make it. So, I started
looking; looking at who was
making money and who wasn't,
and boy did I find some things.
Before I share them with you ,
let me make it clear that this
article is not aimed at nurses.
Nurses are so totally held by the
ovaries at Talmadge that I see no
hope for them to do anything but
subsist for the foreseeable fu ture . The increase in social
security taxes plus t he unbelievable teache r' s reti rement
fund makes being a nurse for
pay at Talmadge an obscene
joke. That 's not even counting
new health insurance and park ing permits.
To get on with the people most
dearily burned, like some senior
residents who can moonlight,
the rest of this article is to start
you off in financial planning .
1) Never invest your money in a
Talmadge plan except a tax
sheltered annuity. This is unbeatable. With t he exception
of loading charges, you can
put money away off the top
(i .e. - never reported as in come to Uncle), and withdraw it without whopping
penalties on an l.R .A. You pay
for th is priviledge, though , by
losing the liquidity of the
money. But you have to start
thinking about an estate in
the event you die prematurely (whatever that means) or
get injured which would lower your tax bracket. The TSA
could save your life. But do
not let Talmadge gu ide you
on the choice of a plan or the
amount you are eligible to
save; d iscuss this with an
accountant.
2) Speaking of inj ury and disease, do you have disability
insurance? One weekend of
moonlighting w ill buy $800 a
month for li fe (i. e., yearly)
annual premium). But, be
sure to get a policy wh ich is

specific for your particular
speciality, and does not consider you employable if you
can sell flowers at a ballgame. Physicians Planning
Service seems to have the
best policies around.
3) Never put your money in any
bank account for less than 5
%%, but beware of sacrificing
liquidity for marginally higher
interest. On $3000, 8% is not
better than 5 %% if you have
to sacrifice liquidity for 8
years .
4) Moonl ighting? In South Carolina perhaps? Then you pay
money to four different
groups of people: 1) Uncle,
2) Georg ia, 3) South Carolina,
4) Social Security. Add to this
the fact that you are supposed to pay quarterly (although I know of loopholes)
and you will start to take a
good look at what your time is
worth . You are probably in a
30 to 40% bracket and there
is very little to do except gripe
unless you are willing to
gamble like hell.
5) Buying a house, which pays
off as a hugh interest deduction . But you must be aware
that if a $400 per month contains $220 interest, you are
st ill paying $180 per month
out of your pocket and have
no standard deduction at
year's end. It is still marginally to well worthy it if the
house is worth a damn, as
long as you itemize. Use caution - it is easier to fire an
HEW clerk than to unload a
bad condominium in Augusta .
6) Be aware that Social Security
taxes will entirely destroy tax
cuts for the next two years.
Keep this in mind when doing
your financial planning. You
must pay this absurd system;
only the teacher's retirement
fund is more stupidly designed, on an income over a very
small amount of consultant
income, and this means
moonlight income over $100.
7) PRAY, that Congress goes
(Continued on page 1 0)

IDLE HOUR FLORIST
1704 CENTRAL AVENUE

AUGUSTA, GEORGIA 30904
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Dining Out In Augusta
By MARK BARRETT

(Editor's note: After this review
was completed, the House of
Cheng was sold to another
family in Augusta. The restaurant's new name is the China
Inn, but the food is the same.
OK,
let's get something
straight here. The phrase "Chinese food" implies something
authentically Chinese as well as
being edible. If your idea of Chinese food is a sodium glutamized eggroll served on a luncheon tray, then there are plenty
of Chinese MacDonald's places
all over this town, and America
for that matter. Such was my experience after being served Chinese chow in Augusta. I am reminded of one particular establishment whre I went in searching for a meal because there
were so many cars parked outside (lesson: never judge a restaurant by the number of cars
outside). The rice was plastic,
the room was crowded, the
waiter spoke Spanish, and THEY
CHARGED FOR CHOPSTICKS!!!
I made an appeal to the proprietor for some Mandarin food and
he stuffily informed me that
Mandarin food did not sell as
well , but that there was one
little restaurant in town that did
serve Mandarin. He refused to
tell · me where this place was,
but a little bit of work with a telephone book brought forth The
House of Cheng, tucked away
behind Southgate Plaza, (two
doors down from the Southgate
Theatre).
Before going on, a bit of education is in order. Cantonese
food is the most well-known to
America. It is mild, sometimes
bland, and more than often very

Americanized . Mandarin food is
creative. spicy, artistic, and regional in nature. To be fair, many
Chinese restaurants in Augusta
serve a small sampling of Mandarin food, but my experience
has been that it is Mandarin only
in name. When dealing with the
Chinese culinary experience,
two things must be kept in mind:
Menu and chef. If the menu is
frozen, so is the food. You order
#203 or #150 at a Chinese pizza
house, not a restaurant. Check
the menu for variety and orginality wherever you go. But even
more important is, who is preparing the food! House of Cheng
has one of the best chefs I have
ever known . To illustrate, House
of Cheng has a sister restaurant
in town with the same menu
(which automatically raises it
exponentially above everything
else in town), yet a different
chef. The quality of dining is
simply not t he same. Chinese
cooking is an art, a skill; you can
have the most fantastic menu
around, but you have to know
the proper way to prepare the
meal. Here in America , culinary
expertise usually amounts to
knowing how long to fry a steak
or stir the grits. Chinese cooking
requires an extraordinary talent
to make it worthwhile.
Let's review some of the special things to note when you go.
Of the appetizers, there is of
course the traditional Egg Rollnot frozen, and not small
enough to be eaten in a few
gulps. Wait till you tase their
Pu-Pu Platter with a sparing
amount of Cheng mustard (takes
your breath away). The most
noteworthy soup is the House
Special Soup, just like Grandma

fll~SWl&LI
ICE HOUSE
&
COLD BEER ...

6-PAKS, CASES & KEGS

What a way to go!

OPEN 7 A.M. till MIDNIGHT
1719 LANEY WALKER BLVD.

Ho used to make. There is every
imaginable form of meat and
vegetable in a rich broth enough
for four hungry people ($2.00).
But the amazing part comes
with the entrees. One of my
favorites is Mongolian Beef, a
specialty of Taipei, Taiwan. It
is something like a pepper steak-only with definite character and
personality- -served in the manner of sizzling rice. (This is perhaps the most popular house
specialty.) Da-Chen is a famous
Chinese artist (remember what
was said about art and Chinese
food) with a chicken dish that
will make you convert . My roommate used to go to House of
Cheng once a week and would
not order anything else, having
tried Da-Chen's the very first
time with resulting addiction . It
is a colorful dish with scandalously large chunks of chicken
and vegetables, one of the more
spicy foods you can order. House

Special Lobster or Shrimp will
make you glad you were born. I
used to live on the seacoast and
it is embarassing to admit eating
good seafood more than thirty
miles inland, but here it is. They
cover it with a sort of Chinese
chili sauce that can awaken
even a Ph.D .'s senses. Moo-Shu
is a thin Chinese crepe, with the
entree wrapped inside, giving
the Chinese answer to the burrito. If you 've never had anything
bigger than fried rice, this is
what you should start out ondelicious! Everyone has heard of
Peking Duck, or at least seen
pictures of it. But this chef's version would make any duck proud
to be marinated. I won't spoil it
for you : give them three days
notice, as it will take that long to
convince yourself you deserve it.
Other things to try : Sizzling Rice,
Velvet Dishes (Crab, Shrimp,
Scallop, or Chicken), Twice(Continued on page 7)

LOOK WHAT'S DOING A RESIDENCY
RIGHT AT THE MEDICAL COLLEGE.

It's our version of the 24-hour dispensary. The C&S
Instant Banker.
That means that now, even at the most untimely of
times, you'll be able to make deposits and withdrawals from
your checking and savings accounts; transfer funds from
one account to the other; make payments on your charge
account and loan; and even get your checking account
balance.
So when you're working late hours, breaking loose on
a free weekend, treating yourself to a Sunday meal or just
plain pressed for time, don't worry. When you need money,
we're on call.
The 24-Hour Instant Banker. Right on
•
campus near the Dental School and Talmadge
Hospital. The Citizens and Southern National
Member FDI C
Bank.
Free Checking for MCG Students, Interns And Residents
Ask Us About Our Payroll Direct Deposit Program
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... SPECIALTY HOSPITALS
served by its own polyclinic and
local Ob-Gyn. The Ob-Gyn usually works the clinic in the morning and the hospital in the afternoon. In addition the hospital
has a full-time medical staff.
Polyclinics handle routine prenatal care, pregnancy tests and
referrals if consultation is necessary. Every woman over 15
years of age receives a gynecological exam with a PAP smear
every 2 years at her local polyclinic. She also receives childbirth education and instruction
in the importance of breast feeding. Self breast exams are not
popular with Cuban women.
The surgeons perform about
1000 gynecological operations
annually at this hospital. The
C-section rate is 15% including
repeats. The commonest indication for hysterectomy is fibroids.
70% of nulliparous women receive an episiotomy for their first
delivery. Forceps use is not routine, and obstetricians here only
employ them in 5% of the cases.
The neonatal lab has 2 technicians on duty at all times, and is
the only lab in the country at present that does genetic screening
and counseling . They screen for
PKU, and sickle cell anemia . The
latter is a much worse health
problem in the Caribbeans than
in the USA. A long-range goal of
MINSAP is to have every large
hospital equipped with the facilities to screen for sickle cell

anemia, PKU and cystic fibrosis.
The incidence of these latter two
is roughly the same as ours .
There are currently projects
underway to develop monitoring
of fetal phospholipids as a
means to assess the status of
the pregnancy.
Dr. Duenas, the hospital director, is a firm believer in the
virtues of maternal milk. All
mothers must contribute to his
milk bank if they are able. Babies
in need of extra nourishment
feed on this pooled, fortified milk
rather than on artificial products. Thanks to the milk bank,
Dr. Duenas says there have
been only 2 cases of necrotizing
enterocolitis in the past 7 years.
As an aside, he added that it has
been over 2 years since the last
case of congenital syphilis.
A national health policy permits women fully-paid time off
from their jobs from 2 weeks before to 6 weeks after a normal
delivery. Additional fully-paid
time is allowed for a variety of
reasons . For example, any
woman delivering twins get 2
extra weeks off with full salary
following their birth .
American medical students
may do a clinical rotation in Obgyn here. For information, write
(in Spanish) to:
Dr. Duenas
Hospital de Obstetrica y
G inologia Ramon Gonzalez Coro
Habana, Cuba

MEDICAL SCHOOL
SCHOLARSHIPS
1.

FREE TUITION AND FEES TO ANY ACCREDITED MEDICAL SCHOOL.

2.

FREE TEXT BOOKS.

3.

FREE MEDICAL EQUIPMENT.

4.

$400.00 PER MONTH FOR LIVING EXPENSES WHILE ATIENDING SCHOOL.

5.

APPLICATIONS CAN BE TAKEN IMMEDIATELY.

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO KNOW MORE, THE
NAVY MEDICAL INFORMATION TEAM IS WAITING TO ANSWER YOUR QUESTIONS. SEE
THEM WHEN THEY VISIT YOUR CAMPUS OR
CALL THEM, COLLECT (803) 765-5991.
NAVY MEDICAL INFORMATION TEAM
2711 MIDDLEBURG DRIVE
COLUMBIA, S.C. 29204
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Mail to Cuba goes via Africa or
Russia, so allow at least 3
months for a reply.

THE NATIONAL
PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL
At present there is only one
psychiatric hospital serving all 9
million Cubans. It is just outside
the city of Havana. The grounds
are large and rolling with barrack-like dormitories housing
the 3500 patients. The staff consists of 49 psychiatrists, 11 residents, various students and
1 700 employees . There is a
shortage of nurses.
Their approach to therapy is
simple: get the patient to be productive and he will get better.
They use few drugs, a small
amount of electroconvulsive
therapy and absolutely no lobotomies. One doctor explained to
us that the brain is a great unknown and that "lobotomies are
blind operations. You never
really know what you are cutting."
Psychotics and schizophrenics qualify as in-patients, but
neurotics are treated on an outpatient basis at their local polyclinics.
The pat ients en~age in sports,
arts and crafts and musical activities as part of their vocational
rehabilitation . The psychiatrists
tell the patients that they are not
bad people, just unproductive.
If they can just be made to become a contributing part of society once again they will supply
in Cuba, practically nothing is
without dual purpose. The hospital sells the items made in vocational rehabilitation - shirts,
pillows, baskets, scarves, etc. to tourists at typically touristy
prices.
They employ a 6 phase thera-

py. Phase 1 is assessment ohhe
patient's problem. Phase 2 is observation in a workshop to eval uate work as part of a group. If
the patient adapts smoothly he
proceeds to phase 3; otherwise,
he drops back to phase 1 for reevaluation. Phase 3 is training
for a specific vocational activity.
These first 3 phases require that
a patient obtain a pass and a
chaperone to leave the hospital
grounds. Phase 4 is independent work away from the hospita I, but with a return each night
to sleep there. Phase 5 is a peri od of work in which the patient is
free to do as he pleases after
work and during holidays. He
checks in about once a week. In
the final phase he is discharged,
but the hospital discretely keeps
an eye on him for a period of
years . These last 3 phases do
not require that he get passes or
chaperones to leave the
grounds.
Without citing statistics, the
psychiatrists claim that their
cure rate is the same as the
drug-oriented,
brain-slashing
United States.
The facilities were so impressive with the baseball field, the
track, the row upon row of buildings humming with the machinery of vocational rehabilitation,
the concert halls, the chicken
farm (wonderful therapy to see
these little balls of yellow fuzz
running about peeping), the
well-kept barracks and on and
on that one can't help wondering how much of this is merely a
facade for people such as us. I
recall approaching one lady
sewing shirts at a table. "That's
a mighty impressive pile of
shirts you've sewn," I said, "Oh,
I didn't sew them," she replied,
"Someone came by about 5
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.~.ACCREDITATION
involvement. From data gathering and evaluation, to interaction with LCME members during
their on site visit, students in
the School of Medicine projected a feeling of institutional pride
and professionalism. Perhaps,
the LCME stated it best: "There
is no question that the self-study
was approached in a serious
manner, involved a large number of faculty members and students, and represents at least
an honest attempt to assess the
strengths and weaknesses and
to make recommendations for
the benefit of the Medical College of Georgia. The visitors
commend all who were responsible for this quite successful
effort."
In order to present the entire
story, the Cadaver spoke with
Dr. Goodale about the report
by the LCME concerning the
problem areas and the assets of
the school. Dr. Goodale was
questioned about several of the
problem areas listed above; he
had the following responses:
1) The communication gap between ETMH and our satellite
centers. "There is no question whatever that satellite
communication needs to be
improved. The Phase Ill Curriculum Committee has gone
to each of the satellite centers to look at the situation .
Dr. Moores (Associate Dean
for Special Programs) is in
the process of setting up a regular schedule for the faculty of these centers to come
up here and vice-versa. It is
important to note that we received extra state dollars this

year to beef up the faculty at
these satellite centers." Another important point is that
now the School of Medicine
is allowed to use private aircraft for travel; this will greatly improve the lines of communication to affiliated centers.
2) In regards to the number of
faculty members in each department, this year several
of the basic science departments realized extra faculty members. Also, Dr.
Goodale added, "For the first
time we have virtually every
faculty vacancy filled."
3) Dr. Goodale was in agreement with the statement concerning ambulatory care;
however, he felt that the problem had been overstated .
Traditionally, Talmadge is a
tertiary care ~enter; however,
with the increased role of the
Outpatient Clinic, this situation is changing but this
change cannot occur overnight.
4) A problem that is very important to all of the students of
MCG is Student Health . This
problem will be addressed at
length in a future issue of the

Cadaver.

5) The programs in Community
and Preventative Medicine
have undergone great
changes in preparation for
this year . There are several
members of the Department
of Family Practice that are
very interested in these areas
and hopefully an improvement in these courses will be
noted this year . Dr. Goodale
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also pointed out that he felt
that humanities, behavioral
science, nutrition, and human sexuality deserved more
course time .
6) Dr. Goodale agreed that there
was no "concerted" effort to
teach physical medicine and
rehabilitation, in the sense
that we do not have a Department of Physical Medicine.
However, several departments, including medicine,
neurology, and orthopedic
surgery, do teach physical
medicine and rehabilitation
as part of their rotations .
These courses could probably
be presented better if there
was a specific department
to teach them, but efforts are
still being made to improve
their quality now.
When questioned about the
seven major assets, Dr. Goodale
replied that he was very pleased
with the report and that he was
in full agreement with it. He did
point out that he would also
like to see increased involvement of MCG medical students
at University Hospital. "It is a
golden resource right at our
doorstep." At the present time,
the Department of Medicine and
Surgery are trying to work in
closer association with University Hospital and the Department of Pediatrics and Ob-Gyn
already have a very close
working relationship with the
staff of University Hospital.
Dr . Goodale, in closing stated,
"The Cha irman of the LCME
Committee went out of his way
to make a special comment
about (student support of the
school). Apparently we are the

ISOLATIONISM
See for yourself. The ONLY
house on Concord Ave., on the
Hill, in N. Augusta. Seven room
Brick (tiled bath) enormous carport, basement, extra frontage
and much more. All below replacement cost. If interested,
call owner at 279-8992.

... DINING
Cooked Pork, Beef with Oyster
Sauce, Diced Chicken with Almonds, Curry Dishes (prima!),
Ants Climbing Tree, Waikiki
Shrimp Kew .
When you do go to the House
of Cheng, don't take your week 's
pay--you won't need it. Two people can eat very well for anywhere from $5 to $10. Also, go
on an empty stomach, 'cause
you'll need the extra room.
Finally, a meal at House of
Cheng is not to be eaten, it is to
be savored . I envy you for the
first time you tase Da-Chen's
Chicken or Mongolian Beef; as
the sauces glide over your tongue, you close your eyes and revel in the moment. A luscious,
sensual, spicy mouthful later,
you are glad to be alive again.
One last note. A group of over
200 members of a Cantonese
organization met in Augusta just
recently. Want to know where
they met for the evening meal?
See you at the House of Cheng.

Lunch anytime at SUNSHINE Bakery

... SPECIALTY HOSPITALS
minutes ago and dumped them
on my table."
This brief overview of Cuban
health care is, of course, superficial and incomplete. It was obviously impossible to do or see
all we wanted/needed to in our
short stay there. In the final
installment. I will relate personal feelings concerning what
we saw and experienced, and
the credence one can attach to a

only school in his experience
at which the students, themselves, acted as guides for the
site visitors around the hospital
without faculty members being
there at the same time . The
students had a chance to say
what they wanted to say. I am
very enthusiastic about the condition of the School at the
present time and I am very optimistic about the future. We have
without question a student body
that is at least equal to that
at any school which I have
taught at."

1209 Broad Street

Some Deli Specialties are:
•Our own bagel with lox and cream cheese
• Pastrami on our Sour Dough Rye
•Enjoy our Soup of the Day (better than homemade)

report based on 15 days of observation .
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Remembered Novembers
By C. STUDENT
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November's Truths
By SARTORIUS

It has been said that the hours
we pull with happy prospects
are more pleasant than those
crowned with fruition. In the
first case, we cook the dish to
our own appetite; in the last, it is
cooked for us. These words bear
special credence when viewing
the September Phenomenon :
"New tail on campus." The souls
of males throughout this institution soar with high expectation and hope: it is more than
controlled depravity that we see
here; indeed, lustful notions
echo in the stalls of Rand E and
are breathlessly uttered between sites and stares during
lunch at the Student Center .
Ah, September: when we

knew more than they and displayed an uncanny knowledge
of what to expect on the exam;
those bright days and warm
nights of tail-hunting with only
success in mind; the sweet and
inviting smiles that spoke of unmet desire during (otherwise
impossible) jogs uphill.
November: when we learn
that she doesn't put out because
she: 1) has got a honey, 2)
doesn't know how, 3) wants
another dinner.
I've always been broke in
November. Our zestful hopes
plummet with unfulfilled erections: The Yo-Yo Syndrome.
I loathe myself for all of it now.
Especially the dinners.
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IN THE RED LION

Walton Way at Baker Avenue

It's November outside again.
The first chill wheeze of winter
rattles through the house like
the gasps of a VA inmate, tossing a spray of stars across the
soft tissue density of Augusta
city sky. The Paine College clock
chimes a long hour, highpitched heartsound of a campus
crouched in sleep. There have
been other Novembers less
placid.
I recall one as a freshman
when, with the stench of formalin clinging to our hair like a panitent's ashes, a friend and I set
off in search of any place that
would give us more of a vista
than white-painted walls, well ordered cubicles, and the precise aridity between textbook
covers. We didn't have to go far .
Where the steel-grey gantry
of the new VA hospital now
rises was once a deserted lot, in
whose very center a lightning blasted oak stood sentinel over
the crumbling remains of a red
brick house. Thirteen other yetliving trees huddled in a lazy
circle about this desolate hub,
screening the poisonous glare of
mercury vapor lamps and allowing a fantasy of physical and
emotional distance from all that
our lives had so recently become. We watched Orion stride
above that winter waste, envying his freedom, sympathizing
with his isolation as the only human to be raised high and lonely
to walk with gods and myths. In
the end we returned home and
slept, and our dreams were a
little easier than before.
November of sophomore year
found me alone one night in the
not-yet-formally-opened Sydenstricker wing, cramming for one

test or another in the privacy of a
virginal reside.nts' lounge, a
quiet place of soft lights and
little distraction . Except that
night. Looking up from my
studies and out across a hundred feet ofTalmadge back-alley
darkness I spied an infant alone
and seemingly unattended in an
isolette by a window in the main
hospital. Try as I might to return
my attention to the work before
me, my eyes and thou~hts kept
drifting back to that tiny figure in
its distant enclosure. What tragedy written in the fine print of
some genetic contract had
brought it to this place? Why did
no white-clad figure enter its
sphere? Did anyone besides me,
an ignorant and impotent student, even care?
The child and I shared the
winter darkness for a slice of
chapters and eternity. Finally, I
could stand it no more. Ignorant
of housestaff organization or
hospital protocol, I waited
spider-like to snare the first
white coat walking from the infant's area toward my own. I
was lucky. The resident I chose
to accost was a third year man in
Neonatology, familiar with the
case. He reassured me in many
ways, not the least of which being that I would survive to spend
other nights in Talmadge when
my caring would not seem, even
to me, inappropriate.
I could remember other Novembers, other little winters of
the soul and chill shakings ofthe
self, but too much involvement
with the past is neither helpful
nor healthy. Perhaps it is best to
end remembering every
November ends ...with Thanksgiving .

We didn't invent Santa.
but Georgia thinks we did!

YOU CARE FOR PATIENTS.
WE CARE FOR YOU.
SERVING THE MEDICAL COLLEGE
FOR OVER 40 YEARS.

RED LION IS PREPPED
AND READY FOR YOU.
COME TONIGHT OR ANY NIGHT
1545 Laney Walker Blvd. I Augusta, Georgia I (404) 722-0796
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The Lighter Side Of The War Between Nursing Students And Medical Students
By RAYMONDO

I'm convinced that all nursing
students think that all medical
students have a constant battle
going on in their urethras between the good guys(aliaspolymorphonuc/ear leukocytes)
and the bad guys (alias neisseria
clappo). I mean really, all you
virile,
husky, robust, wellh or n e d, prophylactically
equipped medical student types
out there, how many times have
you heard the excuse, "I'm sorry
but I don't date medical students!" . .. in reply to your question beseeching companionship
for the evening? This paper is
based on the utter ludicrousness of the prospect of ruling out
all medical students as a source
of . . . whatever it is that some
nursing student needs a source
of.
In all fairness to the male stu dent of medicine it should be
pointed out that he, by very defi nition, is placed at a disadvantage . I recall well, back at the ol'
University of Georgia, how, at
the first of the quarter, the girls
in my classes (few and far between because women just
didn't major in chemistry, physics, bacteriology, animal husbandry, and underwater basketweaving) were really moving
sights (bowel-moving, that is). I
mean, honestly, you had to be
careful not to eat a lunch you enjoyed because you might lose it
when you walked into class. But
by the end of the quarter (after
all of the obsessive / compulsive
pre-med types had spent the
whole 12 weeks in the library),
even the smelliest, flea-bitten
one of them began to look pretty
good, and as I found my vision
deteriorating from the reading
demands of my major, they began to look better earlier. Of
course, nose plugs were often
required.
My point is this : Our disadvantage by definition is that we
have no time to go out and
carouse, spending all of our time
removing fecal impactions,

TEMPO

LEASINCi CORP.

applying intravenous cath eters
at various anatomical locations,
drawing blood gases from pu denda! arteries on people we
don't like, putting in foleys, taking out foleys when the number
of tubes entering and leaving a
patient's body exceeds his
hemoglobin (a grim prognostic
sign), writing fifteen-page wr iteups that never make it into the
charts, pronouncing pat ients
dead,
pronouncing
patients
alive (a grim prognostic sign on
the Talmadge patient), and other
such stimulating pastimes. So
occupied, we find the days fl y ing
merrily by, with all of our waking
hours spent in the Hippocratic
pursuits,
finding
occasional
hours for R & R and even less
occasional moments for the ac tive pursuit of vaginally-or iented
hobbies.
Thus occupied we have to
grab the spare moment when it
raises its evasive head (so rt of
like shooting groundhogs, if
you've ever hunted out west)
and grab the available female
when she raises her inevitably
ugly head (sort of like shoot ing
beavers if you have ever hunted

that sort of thing anywhere).
This places an unusual demand
on our virgin minds; we medical
students who have had the most
demanding and extensive education of any collective peoples
in the world for the past six to
eight years, who have had required from them the utmost
in striving for the aesthetic
respect for human life, who
could yea verily take their places
beside Bach , Michaelangelo, da
Vinci, Newton, King, Lincoln,
and the many other searchers
for the humanistic approach to
life, must instead take our
places beside the typical available female in the nursing
school who looks li ke the "before" pi cture in Weight Watchers ads, who receives letters
from the sc hool yearbook staff
ask ing if t hey can please leave
her pict ure out because it frightens little children , and who don't
realize t hat no o ne wants to hold
hands with her because she is
a compulsive nose-picker. However, there is an unusual opportunity prese nt here: this is an
extremely inexpensive evening
because instead of a dinner and

a movie, you can spend the
evening squeezing blackheads
together in front of the mirror.
Rather than classify nursing
students (they all have class,
usually low class), I shall instead
make a plea to our lovely ladies
in white to understand and accept us medical students as we
are, and to give of yourselves
and your wares (your "underwares") as freely as you give of
your time to the patient, your
mind to your studies, your tithe
to whatever denomination, your
loyalty and devotion to your
parents, your allegiance to the
flag . There are many ways for
you to justify this in your mind :
You are helping to keep intact
the mind of the doctor (Almost
Real Doctor, or A.R.D.) who is
taking care of your patient,
merely another way of expressing concern and dedication to
the total welfare of your patient.
You are helping to keep this
A.R.D. from becoming blind and
insane before he reaches adulthood, leaving his hands callousfree and able to perform such
tasks as brain surgery and pelvic
(Continued on page 1 0)

We Need More People Like You! ! !
Army Nurses work in one of the most stimulating professional environments
in nursing today. As an Army Nurse , you'll have the opportunity to practice
nursing within the largest health-care system in the nation which includes
exciting assignments in major medical centers world-wide.
You'll be an Army Officer with the appropriate responsibilities, privileges, and
salary of a recognized professional. Your minimum starting salary will be over
$11;300 with regular increases up to $16,000 in three short years. In addition
to the excellent salary, you'll receive other benefits such as educational
opportunities, travel, tax advantages, and free health and dental care. To
qualify, you need at least a Bachelor's Degree in Nursing from a National
League of Nursing accredited school. Also, you must qualify under the
Army's general entrance requirements. Senior nursing students may apply
during the last semester or quarter of their BSN program.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON
THE BRIGHT FUTURE THAT

CJTCJ

COULD BE YOURS CALL:
SFC. CURT JUSTUS

Apartment & Office
Furniture & Rentals

OR

Sales
1815 Walton Way
722- 2611

793-6477
793-2819
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.. .LIGHTER SIDE
exams. You are doing your part
to keep the spread of venereal
disease localized to the medical
community. And, finally, you are
fulfilling that time-worn phrase,
"BENEATH EVERY SUCCESSFUL DOCTOR LIES A NURSE ."
I definitely feel that the medical student is to be pitied because of the very education he
seeks. Who else, in the primary
analysis, has to go through so
much crap just to find some free
time to date, get laid, and other
modes of relaxation? What other
human has had his senses
dulled by the hours spent in
forceful confinement in a sterile
atmosphere and finds himself
gazing fondly into the eyes of
someone whose parents had
difficulty choosing
between
naming her Attilla, Moby, and
Bozo? What other form of man hood has trouble concentrating
during sexually-related matters,
finding his mind carefully anal-

yzing the anatomy he is raping,
chiding himself for forgetting
whether it is the anterior or posterior wall of the vagina that is
rough while everyone else in the
world should be simply enjoying the sensation of "touching
her down there"? Who else has
to consciously put out an effort
to keep from comparing this luscious honey with whom he is intercoursing around with that
South Georgia holstein that he
did a pelvic exam on earlier in
the day? Believe it or not, this
is a common complaint of medical students, and our nursing
compatriots should receive us
into their bosoms, fondle us
warmly with their understanding, caress us gently with their
soothing words of encouragement, and help us reach the climax of out interpersonal interactions.
Yes, my semi - Florence
Nightingales, you have a grave
responsib ility to your medical
school cohorts . Rather than de-

ride and put down their lustful
advances you should instead
reward them for the continued
interest in orgasmaticallyrelated matters, understanding
their stress and strain of life,
accepting their agressive and
thrusting demands, and realizing that their work calls for
much dedication and commit-

ment of time that by the weekend they are hornier than a
three-balled tomcat. Yes, you
have an opportunity to help us
satisfy our erratically erotic
needs at almost any time of day.
Let's get one thing straight between us: help us keep up the
good work!

Originally printed in Cadaver, December 17, 1975

... SPAGHETTIOS
bankrupt before they pass
another Social Security
increase or farm subsidy.
8) Get life insurance now; for
most residents a combination of term and whole life
coverage. There are some
ways to design a whole life
policy which enables you to
handle it as if it were term.
Don't wait until you have a
benign thyroid nodule to wish
you were insurable.

9) Buy real estate if you can find
some that has the slightest
chance to make some money,
but don't wipe out your entire
savings. Good investment;
they don't make it anymore.
10) Become a radiologist, no
matter what you had originally planned to do. Armed with
five words: sometimes, possibly, and further studies in dicated. They make a million
bucks a year, don't kill anybody, get sued or audited.

FOR ALL YOUR
HUNTING, HIKING,
WESTERN APPAREL
AND HORSE SUPPLIES
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OUTDOORS
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